“HOW QUICK CAN YOU SPOOL IT?”

BIMPRO is the spooling tool with MORE. Auto-Spool 90X Faster with BIMPRO!

BIMPRO product by MSUITE

Floor spooled, spool map created, sheets created, dimensioned, material/joint tags placed and more done at the press of a button. Automatically.
Spooling

Spool Definition & Editing
- Auto Spool by Rules
- Create and add to Existing Spools
- Break and remove from Existing Spools

Automated Sheet Creation
- Custom Titleblocks with data mapping
- View creation, placement and scaling
- Joints, Materials, and Cuts placement and stacking
- Dimensions to Center, End, Face, & Rolling Offsets
- Tags with minimal overlaps
- Field Layout Annotations

Automated Spool Map Sheet Creation
- Views, Schedules, Color Coding and Tagging

More
- Rule-based Hanger Placement per Service
- Rule-based Rack Hanger placement
- Hanger & Cut Reporting with CSV Exports
- Job / Package Creation & Assignment
- Spool Uploads with PDF, Cuts, Joints, Hangers & Materials
- Export MAJ with Item Data from CAD
- Imported MAJ Validation in Revit
- Automated Custom Data Import for Fabrication Parts